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ABSTRACT A novel platform for launching and using field-programmable gate arrays (FPFA) custom com-
puting machines (CCMs) in clouds and data centers is proposed. Based on a developed FPGA virtualization
scheme, it allows users to create independent computing services on network-attached standalone FPGAs.
The interface of the virtual FPGA (vFPGA)-based CCM is automatically generated by a virtualization layer
and based on the user’s specifications. An FPGA hypervisor has been developed that can be easily integrated
with any cloudmanagement tool. It allows the users to launch/use/tear down vFPGA-basedCCMs in a similar
manner to conventional virtual machines (VMs). A complete prototype of the proposed platform has been
realized and tested with a streamed image processing application. Its performance was 3–4x and ∼1.4–2.4x
times better than an SW implementation on a VM and a powerful server, respectively. Compared with other
platforms for FPGA attachment to a cloud or datacenter, the proposed platform has relatively low overhead
in terms of FPGA resources while providing the highest level of abstraction and virtualization.

INDEX TERMS Reconfigurable computing, FPGAs, custom computing machines, cloud computing,
streamed applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

On-cloud data processing is an important aspect of to-day’s
computations that serve other ecosystems such as IoTs and
smart grid. Clouds offer efficient storage, sharing, and big
data processing for these ecosystems. At the beginning of
the cloud computing era, CPUs were used for all computing
purposes.With the increasing demand on performance, accel-
erators such as GPUs and recently FPGAs have been exten-
sively utilized in computations. CPU-based servers off-load
compute-intensive tasks to GPUs and FPGAs to improve
performance. Heterogeneous computing with FPGAs offers
lower power consumption per operation compared to CPUs
and GPUs. In comparison to traditional CPUs, the power con-
sumption of FPGAs is 90% lower [1]. Additionally, FPGAs
are well suited for packet processing systems. They have been
reported to improve the bandwidth between virtual ma-chines
(VMs) in a public cloud from 4Gbps to 25Gbps, with five
to ten times less latency [2]. Excellent performance for AI,
image processing, data compression as well as many other
applications have been reported for FPGAs. Such improve-
ments exceeded 300x for pattern matching, 200x for com-
pression, and 100x for machine learning [3].
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Though FPGA vendors have developed compilers and
libraries that allow creating and executing kernels on FPGAs
similar to GPU kernels, FPGA virtualization remains neces-
sary for FPGA usage in clouds. There is a need to integrate
FPGAs into clouds and allow them to be managed in a similar
way to other cloud resources (CPUs, storage and networking).
Users should be able to instantiate them as independent com-
puting machines and deploy applications on these FPGAs in
a similar manner to virtualized CPUs. They should not have
to instantiate a physical machine with an attached FPGA to
accelerate their applications as it is the case with most current
FPGA offerings in public clouds.

In this work, we introduce a cloud computing frame-work
to provision virtual FPGAs as standalone custom comput-
ing machines (CCMs). A CCM is a network-attached vir-
tual FPGA programmed with specific hard-ware application,
receives data in its standard format without special format-
ting, performs computations, and sends back the results just
like standard software functions on network servers. For
instance, a CCM for image edge detection application accepts
JPEG images and produces another JPEG image which the
detected edges. The user sends and receives images in their
original format through a direct connection with the CCM.
CCMs are self-contained and self-controlled and do not
require external servers or controllers.
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The proposed FPGA-based CCM frame work for public
clouds has the following novelties:

- It hides hardware details from the user. The developed
CCMs receive data in its original raw format. A specially
developed on-FPGA controller reformats the da-ta according
to user specifications and follows the hardware I/O protocol.

- Unlike other works, computation in CCM is notman-aged
or controlled by another CPU-based server. It is a standalone
computing machine that starts computations once it receives
new data. This makes it well suited for real-time computation
and IoT computations.

- We introduce a cloud platform that manages CCMs and
provision them as cloud computing services. Our cloud plat-
form can be smoothly merged with existing cloud systems.
We discuss the FPGA hypervisor and the software library
used to manage and use CCM re-sources. The FPGA hyper-
visor is independent like any hypervisor in the cloud.

Next, related work on FPGA virtualization and attachment
to clouds and datacenters is reviewed. Overview of the pro-
posed framework is introduced in section 3 fol-lowed by
a detailed explanation of the implementation in section 4.
Experimental results and comparisons to other platforms are
presented in section 5 followed by conclusions in section 6.

II. RELATED WORK
Most cloud-based FPGA virtualization efforts share the con-
cept of dividing the physical FPGA into a fixed or static logic
part (called the shell) and a configurable part (the role). The
shell (1% up to 25%of the physical FPGA) abstracts the inter-
face and performs management and the role constitute the
virtual FPGA and holds the user’s application. The shell con-
tains the common components required by all applications
such as communication controllers (PCI end point, network
controller, off-chip memory controller), clock management,
routing (if multiple vFPGAs are allowed) and reconfigura-
tion management (if dynamic reconfiguration is supported).
Researches refer to the static region using different names
such as static logic [6], [8], RC2F [5], service layer [9],
vendor logic [13], [14], Network Service Layer [28], FPGA
hypervisor [7], [12] and shell [10], [11]. The role region is
usually a dynamically reconfigurable region [8], [9], [13], [5].
Some researchers proposed a static role that would be com-
bined with the static logic and synthesized to get the full
FPGA bit stream [10], [22]. Compilers for this approach,
compile an application (written in High-level language) into
a SW part and FPGA part that executes the user-specified
compute-intensive functions (kernels). The compiler gener-
ates the SW drivers and HW interfaces that enable the two
parts to communicate using the node’s PCIe bus. Several
role regions can be merged to form one large region [23].
Migrating a design from one role to another was discussed
in [21] though the measured migration time was around 1 S.

Physical FPGAs can be physically attached to a datacen-
ter (DC) node’s CPU via the PCIe, as a stand-alone net-
worked resource, or both [2], [5], [6], [9], [10], [25]. Tight

coupling between FPGAs and CPUs in compute nodes leads
to several limitations:

1) The number of FPGAs in a DC is limited to the number
of CPU nodes and PCIe slots per node,

2) FPGAs cannot be used independently from the CPU
node they are attached to; i.e. CPUs must explicitly
send/receive data and instructions to the FPGAs wasting both
CPU’s and FPGA’s cycles,

3) In a cloud setting, customers actually instantiate two
compute instances (one on a CPU and another on an FPGA),

4) Aggregation of several FPGAs to implement a large
application becomes difficult and inefficient, as the data traf-
fic between these FPGAs must go through the nodes (i.e.
no direct communication between FPGAs). This is why some
platforms utilize both interfaces [11] with a secondary net-
work between FPGAs to enable running large applications on
multiple FPGAs even though they are PCIe-attached. In [14]
FPGAs are used as standalone network-attached computing
resources, thus decoupling the number of FPGAs from the
number of CPU nodes and PCIe slots per node.

Thus far, little has been done to abstract the I/O interfaces
of cloud-attached FPGAs. Applications on virtual FPGAs
have different data bus widths and several I/Os for control.
The proposed shells in the literature are static and provide
fixed shell/role interfaces to be used by different applications.
AXI interface [29] is commonly used as a shell/role interface
as it provides efficient handshaking and allows high data
exchange rates. Amazon EC2 F1 instance [10] provides sev-
eral AXI interfaces for the application. FIFO-based interfaces
are also used in [5], [7], [13], [28], [37]. The empty and full
signals of the FIFO allow both sides to know when the other
side is busy. Asynchronous FIFOs can be used when the role
and shell clocks are different.

The nature of hardware applications however, is to use
reset and other control signals in addition to data buses.
Each application has its own I/O specifications. This reveals
the need for a controller that manages the traffic with the
application and the need for abstracting the shell/role inter-
face itself. In several virtualization plat-forms, the shell/role
interface act as a DMA controller [13], [37]. This method is
also used in GPU-like virtualization platforms that defines
hardware kernels and restricts their interfaces to the off-chip
memory [26]. In [33], [34], adding on-board processor or
soft processor to the shell is proposed for orchestrating the
hardware accelerator’s execution. A manager executing on
the processor man-ages the FPGA resources and the commu-
nication with the host over the PCIe. Still, all these methods
require the application developer to redesign the hardware
and adapt its interface to match the shell/role interface. In our
previous work, we have completely abstracted the virtual
FPGA I/Os [27] by integrating an auto-generated wrapper as
an abstraction layer between the shell and the role.

FPGA virtualization (i.e. I/O abstraction) is the first step
towards integrating them into public clouds. The second step
is to integrate them into the cloud management framework.
For PCIe-attached FPGAs, the host compute node would host
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a virtual machine (VM) with the PCI-attached FPGA. The
VM hypervisor is slightly modified to launch VM requests
within machines that have PCI-attached FPGA [12]. Wang
et. al. [30] demonstrated a different method in which,
PCI-attached FPGA can be shared among several servers. The
Xen virtual machine monitor (VMM) was used to provide
FPGA access to all servers on the network and manage the
PCIe traffic be-tween servers and hardware on the FPGA.

Several researchers proposed modifications to the popular
OpenStack [4] cloud management system to enable integrat-
ing FPGAs as computing resources [8], [9], [12], [13]. Ama-
zon has introduced Amazon FPGA Image (AFI) management
tools [24], [25]. It comprised of eight command line tools
for listing available FPGA slots, getting an instant image
status, loading an image, clearing an image, starting virtual
JTAG to debug the design, and get/set LEDs and switches
of the board. Knodel [5] introduced the RC3E FPGA hyper-
visor which provides functions for device control, vFPGA
control, data flow control that interacts with the off-chip
(board) memory, bitstream loading, getting the status and
setting configurations. Many other works defined similar
functions [7], [33], [34], [37].

Other researchers proposed a different approach for HW-
based acceleration in the cloud; the ASIC Cloud [15]. Several
instances of the same accelerator are designed and fabricated
as ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) with all
the necessary interfacing on the ASIC chip. Different accel-
erator ASICs are integrated on each board, and the boards
are integrated into the CPU racks. Though these ASIC accel-
erators provide higher performance than their FPGA-based
counterparts, they cannot be modified/updated. This is a
waste of resources since all the accelerators that are not
needed are not utilized.

In summary, current methods for FPGA attachment to the
cloud attach the FPGA to a specific CPU via the PCIe bus
or as stand-alone networked resources, or a combination of
the two. PCIe attachment imposes a specific use case similar
to GPUs and couple the number and usage of FPGAs to the
number/usage of their host CPUs. This could be wasteful in
a cloud setting. Existing compilers can compile an applica-
tion into two parts; main kernel on the CPU (or a VM on
the CPU) and compute intensive kernels on the FPGA. The
compiler generates the necessary SW drivers on the CPU
side and the HW interfaces on the FPGA side. The latter is
usually a DDRx-based interface (i.e. assuming the HWkernel
reads/write data to the off-chip DDRx memory) similar to
a GPU interface. Stand-alone FPGA attachment decouples
the number/usage of FPGAs from the CPU nodes, however,
most of the existing solutions still impose a fixed inter-face to
the application on the FPGA (mostly queues to/from off-chip
DDRx memory). Hence, unlike the PCIe-attached FPGAs,
the HW designer now must de-sign/implement the interface
on his/her circuit’s side. In addition, most existing solutions
(for both types of attachments) do not provide intrinsic secu-
rity measures, something that is essential in a public cloud
environment.

In this work, we introduce an API-based (Application
Programming Interface) framework for FPGAs attached as
stand-alone resources in a public cloud setting. The proposed
framework builds on and utilizes our FPGA virtualization
scheme [27], and can be easily integrated with any cloud
management system. Additional circuitry has been added to
the vFPGA platform to secure all traffic between the HW
application and the user. Users can design their own circuit
blocks or select ready-made circuit IPs (intellectual prop-
erties), assemble their HW custom application from these
circuit blocks, and then use the developed to automatically
generate the interface (with built-in security) to the vFPGA’s
static logic (i.e. shell). The developed APIs are then used
to manage, launch, use, and release vFPGA-based custom
computing machines (CCMs) on the cloud.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PLATFORM
In our proposed framework, Fig. 1, the cloud offers vir-
tual FPGAs (vFPGAs) as CCMs that can be accessed
within the cloud via a regular socket interface. The CCM
is highly abstracted such that it can take streamed data
directly without any pre-processing. Input/Output data for-
matting/reformatting and interfacing is carried out by the
on-FPGA shell. The framework includes the following
components:

1) The cloud infrastructure: which consists of FPGA
hypervisor, image creator and other components.
The FPGA hypervisor is used to manage vFP-
GAs resources, CCM images (bitstreams) launching
and termination. It acquires CCM images from the
cloud storage. The re-sources database stores infor-
mation about CCMs and vFPGA for the management
process.

2) FPGAs: which are connected to the internal cloud net-
work. Each FPGA contains a static logic shell and one
or more virtual FPGAs (vFPGAs) that act as compute
nodes on the cloudwhen configuredwith CCM images.
The static logic on an FPGA represents the hypervisor’s
back-end for the vFPGAs on that FPGA.

3) Software library: that defines the necessary APIs to
manage and use vFPGAs. Two types of APIs are pro-
vided; socket APIs and message passing APIs. APIs
such as launch and release CCMs are provided by
the FPGA hypervisor, while other APIs such as con-
figuring vFPGAs, reading status registers, setting the
client’s IP address, etc. are provided by the FPGA
hypervisor’s back-end (i.e. the on-FPGA shell).

4) The image creator: which receives the user’s request,
creates the new CCM image, updates the resources’
database and stores the image in the cloud storage.
The platform introduces CCM as a service in which
CCMs can be implemented and sold by the cloud oper-
ator (CO) or a 3rd party to the client.

5) CCM Image management is part of the cloud stor-
age management which stores and read CCM images
to/from cloud storage.
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FIGURE 1. Proposed framework for on-cloud FPGA-based custom computing machines.

6) The user could be internal or external user. Internal
users are applications running on the cloud or other
CCMs. External users are applications running outside
the cloud. They can interact with the on-cloud CCMs
using the cloud’s dashboard’s provided IP address. The
cloud management SW (its gateway) then translates
this IP address to the CCM internal IP address.

IV. DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION
A. FPGA VIRTUALIZATION
The FPGA virtualization platform for deploying FPGA
CCM-as-a-service on clouds, is shown in Fig.2. The FPGA
is divided into static logic and several dynamically reconfig-
urable regions called virtual FPGAs (vFPGAs). The static
logic (shell) contains the following permanent (i.e. static)
hardware required to serve vFPGAs:

1) A network controller (NC): that implements all the
low-level networking protocols (i.e. DHCP, ARP and
ICMP protocols) for all vFPGAs and the shell.
It responds to ping and ARP requests to announce
existence and implements the DHCP protocol to obtain
dynamic IP addresses. The network controller estab-
lishes TCP sessions with vFPGAs or the on-FPGA
reconfiguration manager (RM). It also acts as a local
switch; extracts payloads of incoming packets and for-
ward them to the targeted vFPGA or RM, and receives
computation results from vFPGAs, packetize them and
send them the TCP session’s destination IP address.

FIGURE 2. FPGA virtualization platform. FPGA is divided into static
logic (shell) and several virtual FPGAs. Each vFPGA has IP/MAC addresses
and TCP sessions are used to access them.

2) Registers: such as user IP addresses and Encryption
keys. Only one user at a time can connect to each CCM.
IP addresses and keys of those users are configured by
the FPGA hypervisor.

3) Off-chip flash: is used to boot the whole FPGA. It stores
the initial bitstream of the whole physical FPGA which
contains the static logic with empty vFPGA regions.

4) A reconfiguration manager (RM): that to safely con-
figures vFPGAs with their respective CCM images.
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5) A clock management (CM) unit: that supplies all the
required clock signals to the static region, the network
controller and the vFPGAs.

6) A Decrypt/Encrypt engine: that is placed between the
network controller and the CCMs to enable secure
computations. It manages all the user-provided keys
that are used by each CCM for each session, decrypts
the received users’ data before forwarding them to the
CCMs and encrypts the CCM results before forwarding
them to the network controller. The interfaces between
the network controller, the Decrypt/Encrypt engine and
the CCMs are all AXI lite interfaces.

7) CCM wrapper: That is generated by a special virtual-
ization layer (script) based on the user’s specifications.
The wrapper contains a serializer which pre-format
the data and apply it according to the user-specified
interfacing protocol. It also contains a deserializer
that re-format the CCM’s output data. The wrapper
abstracts the CCM as a compute machine that have its
own MAC and IP addresses, receives data, and pro-
duces results over socket interface. The data itself does
not contain timing or clocking information, thewrapper
provides all that.

B. FPGA HYPERVISOR
The FPGA hypervisor manages vFPGA resources and CCM
images. It implements APIs for launching, using and releas-
ing vFPGAs and keeps track of available vFPGAs and CCM
images by updating the resources DB. The resources DB is
a database that stores vFPGA and CCM images manage-
ment information such as occupied/free vFPGA resources,
user-CCM assignment, vFPGA-CCM assignment, etc. The
static logic in each FPGA manages vFPGAs and represents
the hypervisor’s back-end. Table 1 lists the main functions
provided by the software library in the FPGA hypervisor
which are described below.

TABLE 1. Main functions (provided as APIs) of the FPGA hypervisor.

FIGURE 3. Python implementations for the functions ‘‘Send (data
stream)’’ and ‘‘Listen_to_results (data stream)’’. Both functions use TCP
stream socket and require the CCM IP address and port number.

1) CCM functions: Accessing a CCM is done through
only two functions for transmitting and receiving data.
An implementation example of two functions using
python is shown in Fig.3. The function ‘‘Send (data
stream)’’ establishes a TCP stream session and send
the data stream over the session. The function ‘‘Listen
(results stream)’’ establishes a listening TCP stream
session and collect the results. The user should call
the listener first then sends his/her data. The CCM
hardware receives a reset signal with the creation of
each TCP session.

2) FPGA hypervisor functions: Users use the hyper-
visor through message-passing APIs. The function,’’
Launch (CCM_ID)’’ sends a message to the hypervisor
to launch a CCM. The hypervisor would then obtain
the CCM_ID from the database and assign a suitable
free vFPGA. Then, it fetches the appropriate bitstream
image from the storage and uses the function ‘‘Config-
ure (CCM bitstream)’’ to download the CCM image.
Finally, the hypervisor sends a message to the user with
the IP address of the launched CCM. The function,’’
Release (CCM_ID)’’ sends a message to the hypervisor
to release the vFPGA resources of a CCM. When the
function’’ Get CCM List ()’’ is called, the hypervisor
using the resources DB, builds a CCM list their unique
CCM_IDs and description.

3) Hypervisor back-end functions: These are socket
functions between the hypervisor front-end and back-
end. The function, ‘‘Configure (CCM bitstream)’’
downloads a partial bitstream that represents a CCM
image on the FPGA. The function ‘‘Read CCM bit-
stream ()’’ reads back the CCM bitstream which is use-
ful for supporting CCMmigration. The function ‘‘Read
status registers ()’’ reads information about the run-
ning CCM status. The function ‘‘Send key (CCM_ID)’’
changes the encryption/decryption key of the CCM.
The function ‘‘Set client info (Sender IP Address,
Receiver IP Address)’’ changes the sender and the
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receiver IP addresses of the CCM. The function ‘‘Set
Parameters ()’’ is used to configure some registers with
specific values. One example is the frequency register
that determine the CCM operating frequency.

1) A TYPICAL CCM USE-CASE SCENARIO
The following is a typical scenario for launching, using,
and terminating a vFPGA-based CCM. It illustrates how the
platform’s APIs work. The user, who wants to launch and use
a specific CCM, issues the four commands listed in Fig.4.

FIGURE 4. Scenario of using a vFPGA-based CCM in a public cloud using
the proposed platform. The user issues four commands to launch, send
data, receives results, and terminate CCM platform.

FIGURE 5. Timing diagram showing the message sequence for using a
vFPGA-based CCM in the cloud using the proposed platform.

The corresponding actions performed by the platform are
shown in the timing diagram of Fig.5 and are explained below
(please refer to Fig.1 for the platform’s components):

1. IP Address = Launch CCM (CCM_ID)
- The CCM information and available free vFP-
GAs are obtained from the Resources DB, a suit-
able vFPGA is selected, and the CCM image is
obtained from ‘‘CCM image management’’.

- The hypervisor gets the IP address and port num-
ber of the specific FPGA, and other network
parameters from theDynamicHost Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server and then executes the
internal function ‘‘Send ((IP Address, Port_no),
bitstream)’’.

- The hypervisor back-end configures the vFPGA
with the CCM image

- The hypervisor internally issues the function
‘‘Set Client IP Addresses (Sender IP Address,
Receiver IP Address)’’ to configure the sender
and receiver client IP addresses in the hypervisor
back-end.

- The hypervisor back-end opens a listener to
receive CCM inputs and starts another TCP ses-
sion for sending the results.

- The hypervisor returns the CCM IP address to the
user. The hypervisor-back end is never revealed to
the user.

2. results = Listen ((IP Address, Receiving PORT
NO))

- The function is executed in the user machine to
start the listening session. It is usually executed as
a new thread so the program can overlaps sending
data and receiving results.

3. Send ((IP Address, Sending PORT NO), data
stream)

- The user sends the data to the CCM. The function
is executed in the user machine. It establishes a
TCP stream session, sends the data to the CCM
and terminates the session.

4. Terminate CCM (CCM_ID)
- The hypervisor executes internal function ‘‘Send
((IP Address, Port_no), empty bitstream)’’

- The hypervisor back-end configures the vFPGA
with the blank CCM image

- The hypervisor back-end clear the registers of the
sending and the receiving IP addresses.

- The hypervisor updates the ‘‘Resources DB’’ and
marks the vFPGA resource free.

2) CCM SHARING
A CCM can be shared among several users by interleaving
computation sessions. The computation session is an atomic
operation that cannot be interrupted. When a user uses a
CCM, the hypervisor prevents other users from using it.
When the current user’s TCP session(s) to the CCM ter-
minate, another user can request the same CCM and the
hypervisor restricts its use to the new user for one session and
so on. With each session the whole CCM is reset. The CCM’s
serializer and deserializer take care of flushing all results out
before terminating the session.

3) USER DATA SECURITY
If the user requires a secure channel to the CCM, (s)he
exchanges a symmetrical encryption key with the FPGA
hypervisor using Diffie–Hellman key exchange. Then,
the hypervisor uses the function ‘‘Send key (CCM_ID)’’ to
send the key to the hypervisor’s back-end. The encryption
and decryption engine uses that key to decrypt incoming data
and encrypt outgoing results. The hypervisor front- and back-
ends take care of removing the key with each change in the
sender’s and receiver’s IP.

4) CCM CLUSTERS ON MULTI-vFPGA
A cluster of network connected CCMs can be created and
saved as a new CCM. CCM network can be built by carefully
setting the sending and receiving IP addresses of each CCM
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in the cluster. For example, an FPGA chain can be created by
setting the receiving IP address of each FPGA in the chain as
a sending IP address for its previous vFPGA. The receiving
address of the first vFPGA and the sending addresses of the
last vFPGA in the chain becomes addresses for the resulted
CCM. The new CCM information is stored in the Resources
DBwith pointers to the information of other CCMs construct-
ing it.

C. THE IMAGE CREATOR
The platform introduces CCM as a service in which CCMs
can be implemented and sold by the cloud operator (CO) or
other third parties to the cloud’s tenants. The image creator,
Fig.6, contains the required software tools to create CCM
images. A CCM image is a partial bitstream FPGA configura-
tion file. The user sends a hardware design using a hardware
description language (HDL) such as Verilog or VHDL along
with two text-based files; an XML file for the design’s IOs,
and a file that describes how data is going to be applied to
the hardware. The latter is specified using the standard HW
verification language Vera [32]. The Image creator uses these
two input files to generate an additional HDL file containing
a wrapper for the design using the methodology in [27].
The wrapper’s interface matches the shell/role interface of
the virtualization platform. The wrapper also contains the
serializer that applies input data to the hardware according
to the Vera description provided by the user. The wrapper is
synthesized with the user’s hardware instantiated within it,
and several partial bitstreams are generated to match several
types of vFPGA. The Image creator updates the Resources
DB by adding the newCCMdata which includes vFPGA type
and file names and then it sends CCM image files to the cloud
storage. Fig.6. illustrates how the Image creator works.

FIGURE 6. Illustration of the CCM image creator’s components and how
they generate the design’s partial bitstream files.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A secure image edge detection (ED) CCM is used as test case
to show how a CCM can be accessed as a cloud service using
the proposed framework in a similar manner to accessing
a software as a service. The CCM receives a JPEG image
and produces another JPEG image with the detected edges
as illustrated in Fig.7. To this end, we built a CCM for
the application as well as the FPGA virtualization platform.
We have also developed a pure SW implementation of the
same application using standard Python libraries with TCP
stream sockets for the SW application interface. Two versions
of the software implementation were run; one on a server
and another on a virtual machine. We also designed another
software to act as a user that requests the application’s service.
The user uses TCP stream socket interface to request the
service from CCM or the SW implementations. The experi-
mental setup is shown in Fig. 8. The FPGA is a Xilinx Virtex
6 XC6vlx550t FPGA. The server machines have dual socket
Intel 8-core Xeon CPUs running at 3.00GHz, 16GB of RAM,
and 64bit-linux Ubuntu 16.04LTS. The VMmachine is a Vir-
tualbox virtual machine with 4 GB RAM, bridged Ethernet
and 64bit-linuxUbuntu 16.04LTS. The user’s workstation has
a core-i7 CPU running at 3.00GHz, 16GBof RAM, and 64bit-
windows 10.

FIGURE 7. The implemented image edge detection application
encryption/decryption on input/output data is performed by the static
logic.

FIGURE 8. Timing the experimental setup with several versions of the
secure edge detection (ED) application.

A. THE FPGA-CCM IMPLEMENTATION
The Static Logic (Fig. 2) utilizes the TinyAES [16] to
build counter modeAES encryption/decryption blocks (AES-
CTR). The test case hardware is designed by integrating
several open-source cores [16] (JPEG decompressor, Canny
edge detector and JPEG encoder) to make the edge detector
CCM. The JPEG encoder has a fixed delay per pixel while
the decompressor’s delay varies according to the input image
and dominates the total image processing time. FIFOs were
used in between different blocks to overlap their operation as
they had different bandwidths. The wrapper was generated,
co-synthesized with the CCM, and both were placed on a
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FIGURE 9. Snapshot of the software version of the secure image edge
detection application written in python using standard SW libraries.

FIGURE 10. Different boot time components of an vFPGA-CCM.

vFPGA. The resource utilization report for the ED CCMwith
a 10GE network interface is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Resource utilization of the cloud-based FPGA ED CCM.

B. THE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The software implementation of the secured image edge
detection is written in Python and launched on two separate
platforms, a server and a virtual machine. To ensure the best
throughput, the application was built using standard libraries
to build the application; the standard Python Cryptography
Toolkit (PyCrypto) [17] for encryption/decryption, and the
computer vision (OpenCV) library [18] for the Canny edge
detection. A snapshot of the code is shown in Fig.9. The
service first decrypt the received JPEG image, stores it in
an array to pass it to the image decoder. Then, Canny edge
detect function from OpenCV library detects the edges and
the resulted image is encoded again to produce a JPEG image.
Finally, the resulted JPEG image is encrypted to be sent to the
user.

TABLE 3. Image processing times and throughputs of the three
implementations of the secure image edge detection application.

TABLE 4. Boot time delay components for vFPGA-CCMs with various
image (bitstream) sizes. Internal configuration access port’s speed is
∼400MB/s.

TABLE 5. Boot time (in seconds) for various virtual machine
configurations implemented on Openstack.

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
For all implementations of the test case application, the client
sends encrypted images and receives encrypted edge-detected
images over TCP stream sessions using two parallel threads
(one for sending images and another for receiving the result-
ing images). Python Stream Socket library was used for that
purpose as it provides throughputs close to the theoretical line
bandwidth. Ten JPEG images (the 1st nine are 640x480 pixels
while the 10th image is 1920x1080 pixels) were used in the
evaluation. The variation in size reflects the compression
ratio which varies according to the image contents. Each
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TABLE 6. Comparison with notable platforms for FPGA-based processing in clouds or datacenters.

image is encrypted using AES128-CTR and sent to the edge-
detection service under test over the socket interface. The
edge-detection service decrypts the image, decodes it, does
edge detection, encodes the detected-edge image, encrypts
the resulted image and returns it to the sender. Each image
was sent (i.e. streamed) 100 times for each service implemen-
tation and the total time for each image processing was mea-
sured as the time between receiving the 1st packet of the input
image and the time the last packet of the processed image
is sent. Then the 100 time measurements were averaged to
get the average processing time for each image. The average

throughput was measured in a similar manner. Table 3 shows
the detailed performance of the three service implementations
for the 8 test images. As expected, the physical server had
∼2x the VM’s performance due to the virtualization over-
head. The vFPGA-based CCM however, achieved 3∼4x and
∼1.4–2.4x speed up over the VM and the physical server
implementations, respectively.

D. BOOT TIME COMPARISONS
A vFPGA-CCM boot time is measured from the time the
user sends a ‘‘Launch a CCM’’ request to the time (s)he
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receives a response with the launched CCM IP Address as
illustrated in Fig. 10. The component of this delay are mes-
sage passing delays (e.g. the launch request, the response
with the IP address, etc.), fetch the CCM image from the
cloud storage and sending it to the FPGA hypervisor’s back-
end, and the FPGA configuration time by the hypervisor’s
back-end. Large FPGAs have an average bitstream file size
of ∼10 megabytes, resulting in ∼25 milliseconds average
configuration time through the internal configuration access
port (ICAP) [20]. Table 4 shows the different delay com-
ponents and the total vFPGA-CCM boot times for several
sizes of CCM image (i.e. bitstream files) sizes. Compared
to VM booting times, Table 5, the vFPGA boot times are in
hundreds of milliseconds while the VMs’ are in tens of sec-
onds (i.e. 100X). The VMs in Table 5 were booted with only
a CirrOS image (a very lightweight 12-MB version of Linux)
on OpenStack cloud. Booting requests were issued from a
client on the same LAN. Amajor difference between conven-
tional VMs and vFPGA-CCMs is that for the vFPGA-CCMs,
the only difference in boot time between different CCMs’
images is the configuration time. VMs’ boot time is highly
dependent on VM specifications as illustrated in Table 5.

E. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER PLATFORMS
Table 6 below shows a comparison of the proposed
FPGA-based cloud CCM platform with other notable plat-
forms with similar purpose. The configuration/attachment
refers to how the FPGA is attached to the cloud (or datacenter)
and how it is used. FPGA-based accelerators are attached to a
host CPU via the PCIe bus and cannot be used independently
from the host (i.e. in a cloud environment, the user has to
instantiate two compute instances). Depending on their shells,
FPGAs attached to the data center’s network can be used on
their own (i.e. standalone) or still need to work in tandemwith
a host CPU that runs the main application and calls FPGA
acceleration functions over the Ethernet. The latter option
also requires two compute instances. Network-attached stan-
dalone FPGAs act as servers (i.e. can be used by multiple
users/applications). Microsoft’s Catapult provides all types of
attachments and configuration at a staggering logic cost [11].

The clustering column indicates whether several FPGAs
can be connected directly to run large applications without
having the data going through CPU nodes. JetStream is
the only PCI-attached FPGA that allows vFPGA to vFPGA
connection. The IF (Interface) abstraction column reflects
the level of abstraction for the application interface. Our
proposed platform can receive data in their original format so
it provides full abstraction. Medium abstraction is provided
by FIFO interfaces. A platform with a low abstraction is one
that requires users to adapt their design to its fixed interface.
Platforms that require the users to develop custom interfaces
have no IF abstraction at all. The DDRx column specifies if
a platform’s shell has a DDRx interface. We have not opted
for this option as it increases the static logic area significantly
and it is not crucial for streamed applications. The through-
put column lists the effective communication throughput of

the different platforms’ interfaces. For many works it just
represent the raw communication throughput. Users may not
be able to adapt their design to take advantage of the high
commination throughput. E.g. a PCIe interface that delivers∼
4 GB/s will do so as 128-bit wide data at 250 MHz or 256-bit
wide data at 125 MHz If the user’s core cannot process this
data, it will have to throttle back the communication link by
applying back pressure. Our platform completely abstracts
the interface and apply data to the user’s design at the required
width and frequency.

The ASIC cloud was included in the comparison because
it provides ASIC custom computing machines for the cloud.
IBM’s network-attached FPGAs [28] is the closest work to
our work. Its IF abstraction is medium because it introduces
fixed FIFO-based interfaces and the data formatting and the
computation control is completely left for the application’s
designer to design. The table shows that standalone CCMs
with abstracted data interface are not introduced by other
FPGA virtualization platforms. It also shows that our pro-
posed platform provides ultimate flexibility with a relatively
low overhead.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
A platform for launching and using CCMs on virtualized
FPGAs in clouds and data centers has been developed. Phys-
ical FPGAs are attached to the cloud’s network and can host
several vFPGAs. A complete FPGA hypervisor with was
developed. Using a very simple API interface, the front-end
runs on the cloud and allows users to generate, maintain,
and retrieve CCMs images (i.e. CCMs FPGA configuration
files). The hypervisor’s backend is implemented as static
logic (i.e. HW) on the FPGAs and it is responsible for con-
figuring the vFPGAs with CCM images and setting up the
required routing tables on the FPGA to enable multiple traffic
to/from vFPGAs co-hosted on the same FPGA. The devel-
oped FPGA virtualization layer automatically generates the
physical HW interface to the user’s circuitry residing on the
vFPGA based on the user’s specifications. A complete pro-
totype of the proposed platform has been realized and tested
with a streamed secure image processing application. Com-
pared to conventional VM-based and physical server-based
implementations, the performance was 3∼4x and ∼1.4–2.4x
times better, respectively. Comparison with other platforms
for FPGA attachment to a cloud or datacenter has been carried
out. It shows that our platform has a relatively low overhead
in terms of FPGA resources while providing highest level of
abstraction and virtualization.
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